
The town of Minnipa in country South Australia loves 
its swimming pool, it is a vital part of its community 
infrastructure.  Having successfully applied for funding 
from a variety of sources the pool was able to be 
substantially upgraded to ensure the sustainability of this 
beloved pool 

Located in the small rural town of Minnipa on the upper Eyre Peninsular 600km 
west of Adelaide the Minnipa Community Pool needed vital upgrades to ensure 
its ongoing viability and safety.

The pool was experiencing a number of issues, while simple repairs and 
maintenance where possible, their frequency and costs were a signal that a 
larger renovation project was needed to ensure the continuing viability of the 
pool In 2019 State Wide Pool Services Australia were successful in our offer to 
assist the community to convert the pool to a wet-deck pool.

The project involved:

• Demolishing the existing gutter on two sides of the pool 
• Removing all tiles on side walls 
• Removal & repair of all deteriorated concrete 
• Rebuild front edge of pool gutter with concrete
• Install slip resistant tiles 
• Re-tile side walls and outside of pool to concourse
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LOCATION
Minnipa, South Australia 

CLIENT
Wudinna District Council 

CATEGORY
Redevelopment

FE ATURES
Wet Deck Gutter Conversion 
Tiling 
Award Winning Renovation



Knowing the value of the pool to the community and that funds for the project had been raised through grants and other community 
programs, we worked in collaboration with the pool committee to ensure high-quality works could be completed within their dedicated 
budget. 

It was a great honor for us to see the project through to completion, and felt we could give something further back to the community by 
entering the pool in the 2020 Swimming Pool and Spa Association’s Awards for Excellence, in a new category ‘Community Project’. 

The Minnipa Pool Renovation achieved Gold for both the South Australian Awards and National Awards in this category, a fantastic 
recognition for the pool committee and district. 
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